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Anticipating the availability of computer-compatible electronic surveying-recording equipment, a flexible mapping system
was designed and tested to assist in the organization of commercial-scale stadia surveys for farm drainage planning and the
production of edited spot elevation maps. Data organization within the system is compatible with further drainage engineering
activities, such as contouring and computer-aided drainage network design. The software of the system is described in some
detail. During field trials in the summer of 1977, the total overall production cost was determined to be $15.57/ha with hand-
coding simulating electronic recording. Use of electronic surveying equipment should reduce this figure by 30%. The overall
processing time required to produce a 200-ha map is one man-day for the first draft and Vh man-days for the complete edited
version.

INTRODUCTION

For large areas of land in Canada,
topographic maps must be prepared at a
variety of scales for many different applica
tions. This paper will deal with the
application of computer techniques to the
production of topographic maps for farm
drainage planning. The system that was
designed and tested could, however, be used
equally well for other topographic mapping
purposes requiring the elevation data
precision of a stadia survey. Furthermore,
once the map has been compiled, it is a
simple matter to have the computer re-plot
the information at a new scale.

In order to design suitable subsurface
and surface drainage systems, good quality
topographic maps are a necessity. The
surveying and drafting required to produce
such topographic maps represents a major
expense, both in time and money, and the
mapping must be completed before any
design work can proceed.

The primary objectives of the research
described in this paper were:
1. To develop a topographic mapping

system in which the field survey data
collection would be compatible with
computer-aided topographic map
plotting.

2. To develop the computer software
necessary to reduce the volume of survey
notes and compile the resulting
information into a map; to develop the
software necessary to plot the data into a
good quality topographic base map
showing spot elevations and other
pertinent terrain and control symbols.

3. To obtain information on the cost and
time requirements of the various
components of the surveying and
mapping work as a background to future
decisions on modifications in surveying
and mapping procedures.

4. To make the surveying and mapping
system sufficiently flexible so that the
resulting topographic maps could be
used in activities other than farm

drainage planning; for example,
irrigation system planning, land

smoothing, urban planning, flood plain
mapping, etc.

TERMINOLOGY

Disk file — a magnetic-disk computer
storage device where the mapping system
data files are located.

Display element — In computer plotting, a
set of symbols and numbers that appears at a
certain location. A spot elevation and its
alphanumeric label is one display element.
File — A data set composed of records,
usually containing all of the records for a
specific job. In the mapping system, there
are three types of files:

(a) input files for unprocessed survey
data.

(b) mainflles for data processing and map
compilation.

(c) drawing files for graphic display
element data.

Linkage — The processing operation
whereby the individual survey stations are
positioned and oriented into one network.
Lock — A control point used in the "4-
sighting method" of advancing from one
survey station to another.
Pivot — a control point used in the "4-
sighting method."

Record — An organized set of data items
representing information such as a single
instrument reading or a single graphic
display element. The data items may include
various types of numbers (integer, decimal,
etc.) and alphanumeric labels.
Referencing — The processing operation
whereby an elevation reference is established
for a station.

Station — The location of the surveying
instrument for a set of field sightings.
System utilities — Procedures available on
the main computer for file allocation, mani
pulation, replacement, etc.
Time-sharing — A type of operating proce
dure which permits the direct interactive use
of the computer from a remote terminal.
Translation — This word has two meanings
in the mapping system:

(a) in connection with the storage of
alphanumeric labels for the survey
readings, it refers to conversions from
numeric codes to alphabetic descriptive
labels. It also can refer to language trans
lation of alphabetic labels, e.g. from
French to English.
(b) in connection with geometrical
aspects of processing, it refers to a shift of
map data (considered as if it were a rigid
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Figure 1. The mapping system: Relationships between the hardware, software andmapping activities.
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Figure 2. Operational structure for the mapping system.

body) from one location to another with
out rotation.

THE MAPPING SYSTEM

The system consists of three hardware
and three associated software sections,
permitting all processing techniques to be as
independent as possible of specific pieces of
equipment (including new devices) as well as
individual styles of surveying and plan
drafting. This division allows the basic map
compilation to take place prior to, and
independent of, supplementary mapping
and design activities. The primary output of
the mapping system is an edited spot-
elevation map. The interactions of hardware
and software sections and the operational
structure of the mapping system are
illustrated in Figs. I and 2.

Mapping System Hardware
/. Surveying equipment

Including standard surveying instru
ments and data recording equipment for
collecting the survey readings and
transmitting them to the processing
computer. It may soon include electronic
surveying and recording equipment
integrated into one package.
2. Computing equipment

A computer for processing the survey
information and compiling the material to
be plotted into a map. It must include
storage facilities for the three types of

processing files. It can also include a graphic
terminal for the interactive editing and
updating of the map information.
3. Drafting equipment

A drafting plotter and controller capable
of making drawings of acceptable quality
and size for the intended engineering
purposes. This equipment can be off-line
from the computing system.

Mapping System Software
Thesoftware for thissystem consists of a

set of short, single-purpose programs
instead of one large, all purpose program
that has numerous control requirements.
These short programs can readily be
modified when the need arises. For example,
the data input program was easily re-written
to accommodate the compact data
arrangement available when using a level
survey field notebook designed for both
computer note reduction and manual note
reduction. Should a new station transfer

procedure be adopted for a multiple station
survey, only a new linkage program would
have to be written to accommodate it.

The software can be divided into three

stages corresponding to the above hardware
categories. There is a fair degree of
independence between them, minimizing the
changes necessary when a specific piece of
equipment is replaced.

The software stages involve the following
considerations.

/. Input stage
Coding the survey measurements;

initiating and controlling data transmission
from remote locations (e.g. via a telephone
link); blocking the data into records such
that a single record contains all survey
information from a single instrument
sighting; loading and storing these records in
the "input file"; removing obviously bad
data; organizing the survey records from
several input operations; performing survey
completeness checks.

The specific nature of individual
programs and procedures for accomplishing
the objectives of the input stage will depend
on the technology of the data-gathering
process. For example, if field data are coded
on punched cards, the input procedure will
control the card reader, a disk file, and the
execution of a data input program. In the
program itself, only a sequential read-write
operation is necessary. On the other hand,
when data are transferred from a remote
portable recorder, the input procedure must
initiate and control the telecommunications
process, arrange the received information
into proper records, and control the storage.
Clearly, this will be considerably different
from the punched card loading procedure.

In its present form, input section soft
ware consists of three types of programs.
Execution of a data input program creates
the input file containing the survey
information blocked into appropriate
records. A listing program prints the
contents of this input file, properly labelled
and formatted, on a line printer or other
terminal. Should mistakes be discovered at
this stage, the affected input file records may
be altered, deleted or replaced using an
update program.

If the mapping system operates within a
time-sharing environment, an interactive
editing procedure is likely to be available
allowing direct updating of the input file
from a remote terminal. Depending on the
amount of work, this may or may not be
more efficient (and less expensive) than
using an update program. System utilities
may be used for listing the input file, but the
result is not very pleasing in comparison
with output from listing programs
specifically written for the mapping system.
2. Processing stage

Conversion of the data in the input file
into appropriate units of measurement;
calculation of distances and elevations;
insertion of offsets; linking of all survey
stations and control points within an
absolute reference system; calculations of
absolute X-Y-Z coordinates for all points,
translation of numeric codes into alphabetic
labels for identification of sightings; listing
of "field notes"; storage of all of this
developed information.

A transition program creates a new data
file called the "mainfile" wherein the data

from the input file are copied for processing.
Input files can be kept intact while mainfile
processing is occurring. This is done in order
to preserve the original data in the event that
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a partly processed file is ruined by mistake.
At this point, the operator may begin

processing the initial mainfile data into
topographic map information. The first
operation is the calculation of horizontal
and vertical distances. A distance reduction

program performs this for the stadia system
in use. The operator may then proceed with
the most important mainfile processing
steps: execution of referencing and linkage
operations designed to unite the readings
from all stations into a single network.
Several referencing programs and linkage
programs have been written to handle these
tasks for a variety of surveying techniques
common in the drainage planning business.
The number and sequence of these steps
depends on the complexity of the survey,
and some skill is necessary to do the job
efficiently. Referencing and linkage
operations are assisted by proper use of the
listing programs, which display selected
portions of the mainfile for verification.
When the operator is satisfied that every
record has good X-Y coordinates and Z
values, the plotting program can be
executed to produce the first draft spot
elevation map. The plotting program also
creates the drawing file which is used for the
future editing of this map. If necessary,
sections of the map data in the mainfile can
be translated, rotated, or shifted in elevation
by using the translation program. An update
program can be used to alter selected
mainfile records should mistakes be

discovered. As in the input section, editing
may also be done using time-sharing
facilities. Finally, if a punched card data set
is needed, the punching program can be
used. This punches a card deck containing
the X-Y-Z values of any points considered
useful. Control is based on the sighting
category of each record. For example, all
field sightings in the category "normal fore
sight" would be chosen for contouring
purposes. With no additional modification,
the units of the card deck variables would be
those of the original survey.

The ease or difficulty in selecting the
sequence of mainfile processing programs
depends on the simplicity or complexity of
the original survey. It should be noted that
the greater the number of survey practices
used in gathering the data for the system, the
greater the number of programs that must be
available for performing referencing and
linkage tasks. Conversely, if the surveying
can be confined to one technique, a wide
variety of referencing and linkage programs
is not required, and the procedure for the
operator can be relatively simple. If a good
production efficiency is required, standard
surveying practices must be established and
maintained. Anomalous survey practice
may require modifications only to certain
programs in the system, but this is still
tremendously time-consuming compared to
having the survey data in a well-organized
form as it arrives from the job site.
3. Drafting stage

Selection of part or all of the mainfile;

insertion of offsets, rotations, and scale
factors; development of a "drawing file"
containing plotter command information in
digital plotter units (necessary for editing the
map); interactive update of the drawing file
to eliminate overprinting; removal of
unnecessary labels; additions of symbols;
production on a drafting plotter of a map
from the edited drawing file.

The drafting section consists of these
types of programs: a listing program that
displays the contents of the drawing file;
update programs that are used for the
editing procedures (drawing file editing is
now done largely on the time-sharing
system; the only bottleneck is that certain
graphic characters cannot be entered from
the terminal keyboard); plotting programs
that produce maps; and apunchingprogram
similar to the one described for the
processing section. There is also a simple
translation program for shifting the overall
position of the data. There are at this time
two plotting programs, a simple one which
plots the drawing file information alone, and
a high-quality one which can add any
combination of a set of special features, such
as North arrow and title block. With this

program, any combination of available pen
sizes and ink colours may also be specified,
allowing an elaborate final map to be
produced.

Each record in the drawing file contains a
"command number" indicating the way its
information will be plotted. A single record
contains space for several real numbers and
several alphanumeric character strings. This
has proven more than enough for every type
of display element currently in use. As
additional symbolic display elements are
added to the plotting programs, new
command numbers (and new corresponding
plotter routines) will have to be added to the
system. Nevertheless, the present drawing
file record structure should have the
capability of handling these additions.

It should be noted that while X-Y data in
the mainfile are stored in the units of the
original survey, the drawing file X-Y data
correspond to the units of the digital plotter
output.

One significant flexibility of the present
mapping system is that the drawing file
(containing information about each item to
be plotted) can be used to produce a map on
any type of drafting machine; only the
plotting program routines need to be
changed to conform to a particular
manufacturer's software.

Eventually, mapping activities supple
mentary to the production of the spot
elevation map will become as important as
the basic map compilation. Among the
feasible activities are the interactive graphic
layout and computer-aided design of
drainage networks, calculation and display
of drainline profiles, and tabulation of a
drainage system's construction require
ments. Consequently, the drawing file
records have been designed to accommodate
the information required to plot as yet
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undesigned graphic display elements, such
as certain engineering symbols. The drawing
file will then continue to be the source of

commands for the "final map" plotting
program. As editing and design work
proceeds, the drawing file will contain more
and more records, each indicating the place
ment of a specific display element. The final
map can then eventually be the final
production plan, which can be used by the
contractor as well as the supervisory agency.

SURVEYING

The basis of a good drainage plan is an
accurate topographic map. The traditional
stadia survey method is commonly used to
obtain map data; recent developments in
surveying equipment allow the partial auto
mation of data collection. Surveying
equipment now available can automatically
measure and record the slope distance and
horizontal and vertical angles together with
alphanumeric text strings required for
measurement identification. The storage
equipment is compatible with telecom
munications access hardware so that it is
possible to make a direct transfer of the
measurement data file to a processing
computer and drafting plotter.

With the direct data recording feature,
the point-measurement speed is increased,
and operator fatigue does not influence the
reading and recording accuracy. By
coupling such surveying equipment into a
system of processing and drafting hardware
that has sufficiently capable software (Kok
et al. 1978), the production of topographic
maps for farm drainage can be done much
faster and at a higher degree of accuracy
than is presently the case.

The idea of utilizing computers to assist
in the drainage planning process is not new.
For example, Renner and Mueller (1974)
describe some programs intended to test
spacing design, costs and layout. Computer
conversion of stadia measurements into X-
Y-Z coordinates is a simple programming
procedure even on a hand-held calculator.
What is not so simple is the organization of a
large job involving many stations and
complicated traverses and the detection and
correction of missing or erroneous essential
information (frequently, the surveying is
done in the least expensive way possible,
usually with inexperienced students who
may not appreciate some of the considera
tions necessary for turning out a good map).
The computer software should therefore
have the flexibility to cope with procedure
variations, system evolution, mistakes, etc.,
and still be of service.

In the old system, with each team being
responsible for plotting its own measure
ments, the surveyors tended to become pro
ficient quickly, since lengthy error
correction cuts into what was otherwise free
time. The change to electronic measurement
and computer processing may tend to relieve
field teams of much of this responsibility,
retarding their learning the skills of
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efficiently measuring and recording the
topographic data. They will have to become
absolutely familiar with the control
structure of their surveys, recognizing that
certain control sightings must be made, and
made very accurately, in order that the
computer operations execute correctly. In
the system we have developed, the computer
does all of the field note reduction. The

backbone of the system is the set of control
sightings that permit the field sightings from
each station to be correctly located. If we
limit the acquisition of control sighting
information to only those values which are
necessary, and the field team begins to either
record them badly, or forget them
altogether, the few seconds of time gained in
the field is completely negated by the
expensive operator time, computer time,
and consultation time necessary to correct
the problem.

In the mapping system, transfer of
control between stations is currently limited
to two techniques, the "3-sighting method"
and the "4-sighting method." Both establish
by triangulation the position of a new
station, given arbitrary angles of reference
for the horizontal circles in each location

(see Fig. 3). If the sightings for the entire
survey are linked by 3-sighting transfers
made according to a specific schedule (where
control sightings are found only at the
beginning and end of each station's set of
readings), the entire volume of field notes
can be reduced in a one-step operation, no
matter how lengthy the survey.

It is desirable for control sightings to be
made at an accuracy of 3 mm for rod
readings and IS' for angle readings.
However, precise angle readings are less
critical than precise rod readings and we
have been able to conduct extensive trouble-

free surveys using a simple automatic level
whose horizontal circle contained degree
graduations only, make even IS'estimation
necessary. For the attachment of a new
section to adjacent work, the 4-sighting
method is best, the sightings being made on a
pair of points common to the current station
and an earlier one. However, this is not part
of the automatic procedure, as the operator
is required to identify the four data records
corresponding to the four control sightings.
The 3-sighting method can also be executed
this way when the sightings do not follow the
rigid pattern required for automatic
transfer.

The personnel in the field should be
completely familiar with the two methods of
transfer of control from station to station. It

may be necessary at first to temporarily
stake turning points and station positions.
Control sightings may, of course, be made at
other times (e.g. when initiating or closing a
traverse, or when setting out stakes to act as
control points for later work). Our own
experience is that these techniques are easily
learned.

SAMPLES OF MAPS

Figure 4 shows a section of a first draft
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Figure 3. Methods of transferring control from an oriented station I to a new station 2. FS: foreseight,
BS: backsight, TP: turning point, Ref: arbitrary horizontal circle reference, PIVOT, LOCK:
transfer points.
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Figure 4. Unedited spot elevation map section.

spot elevation map. It depicts the
appearance of the unedited plotting of spot
elevations and indicates the overprinting
problems that arise in regions where there is
a high density of sightings. Note the
identification labels that have been created

from the original numeric sighting codes.
Because each printed item in this first draft
map is represented by a specific record in the
drawing file, it is not difficult to locate and
slightly modify or re-position the conflicting
items. Figure 5 shows the same map region
after the conflicts have been resolved by an
editing procedure. Editing is most efficient
when performed under time-sharing.

Once the printing problems in the basic
spot elevation map have been resolved, a
more elaborate map may be produced. In
the spot-elevation mapping system, the final
map consists of the edited spot elevation
map on which a variety of additional
features have been printed. These include
the border, legend, North arrow, and other
appropriate members from a library
designed for the system. Figure 6 shows a
title block from such a completed map which
has been drawn in three pen sizes. The final
copy of the spot elevation map (and its
associated data file) can then be used for
supplementary activities, such as contour
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drawing, profiling and drainage network
design.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In anticipation of the development of a
suitable field recorder for the direct
numerical recording of the survey readings,
weexperimented withthe codingrequiredto
completely record instrument readings. Our
device was a Norand NT-5 integer-digit,
hand-held recorderused for inventory work.
With this type of recorder, decimal point
positions must be established by correctly
positioning each recorded number within its
window. In addition to the four standard
stadia survey instrument readings (rod
readingcenter wireand stadia interval(each
assigned 5 digits), and horizontal and
vertical circle readings (each assigned 7
digits)), it was necessary to include a set of
numeric sighting codes. These included:
(a) Job number: 3 digits
(b)Station number: 2 digits
(c)Type of instrument reading: 1 digit
(d) Rod location category: 2 digits

(e) Rod location sub-category: 1 digit
(0 Supplementary identification number:

3 digits.
Angles were recorded in the "D-M-S"
notation, three digits for degrees and two
digits each for minutes and seconds. This
total of 36 digits per instrument sighting
could be recorded in three entries on the 12-
digit (windows of 7 digits and 5 digits)
recorder available to us. Hardware
incompatibility prevented us from
demonstrating a direct transfer of the
recorded information into the computer we
have access to at McGill University.

When survey instrument readings are
recorded by hand in a field notebook, the
type of sighting is usually indicated by a
shorthand note, with longer remarks written
down where necessary. In our field trials, we
found that about 24 pre-defined rod location
codes were sufficient for nearly all
situations. However, it was usually
necessary to define one or two additional
codes specific to each job. The standard
codes included 2-digit numbers indicating
"main-ditch," "rock pile," "G.S.C. bench-
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mark," etc., while temporary codes for a golf
course included "green." We also used eight
pre-defined 1-digit subcodes, "center,"
"corner," etc.

The most critical numeric sighting code
indicates the type of instrument reading. The
proper use of this 1-digit code is central to
the later control of the compilation process.
After some experimentation, we developed
this standard set:

(a) Field sightings:
0: Normal foresight
1: Foresight on a point off-grade; point
to be passed over in contour analysis

(b) Control sightings for the 3-sighting
method:

2: Foresight on a turning point
3: Foresight on a new station
4: Backsight on a turning point

(c) Control sightings for traverse initializa
tion; control sightings for the 4-sighting
method:

5: Backsight on a previously-measured
point (e.g. a station or a 4-sighting
"lock" point)
6: Backsight on a control reference
point (e.g. a benchmark or a 4-sighting
"pivot" point)
7: Foresight on a control reference
point (e.g. a future 4-sighting method
control point or a traverse closure
control point).

Each of these instrument sighting numbers
corresponds to certain symbolic
information which is plotted on the first
draft spot elevationmap, permitting a quick
visual check to bemadeof the accuracy and
completeness of the control structure of the
survey.

During the 1977summer test period, we
produced a combination field book-coding
sheet based on the 36-digit instrument
reading described earlier. This was a very
useful way of acquiring the data so that it
could be reduced by standard methods
(performed by the field team) as well as the
computer system. Since all of our work in
the field trial was performed using a self-
leveling level with limitations on angular
accuracy, wereducedthe instrumentreading
to 22 digits and produced a second edition of
the combined field book-coding sheet. In
this second book, both the job number and
vertical angle were eliminated. The rod
reading center wire and stadia interval were
reduced to four digits, and the horizontal
angle reduced to five digits — degrees and
minutes only. In our trials, the bulk of
sighting code information was generally
determined from the remarks rather than
coded in the field.

Our trial surveys have been conducted in
the English measurement system. The
results of processing are the X-Y-Z mainfile
data in units of feet, expressed within a
coordinate system supplied by the operator.
While it is possible to translate and rotate
the mainfile data, the units remain fixed.
However,when these data are plotted bythe
mainfile program (which creates a first draft
map as well as the drawing filefor editing it),
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TABLE I. STATISTICS FOR SURVEYING AND COMPUTER-AIDED MAPPING OPERA
TIONS!

Item Skilled

average

Surveying (3-man team, stadia measurements, self-leveling apparatus)

Field time .035 hr/sighting
Sighting density 10 sightings/hectare

Computer usage (IBM 370/158. 100K memory, Calcomp 663 plotter)

Input, processing,
1st draft mapping .20 sec/record

Editing, final mapping .07 sec/record

Computer operation (1 man)

Keypunching .007 hr/ record
Input, processing,

1st draft mapping .002 hr/record
Editing, final mapping .008 hr/record

Range

(.024 - .053)
(4.4 - 11.6)

(.13
(.50

.40)

.18)

(.0058 - .0075)

(.002 - .011)
(.007 - .009)

t Figures in parentheses indicate the range of values obtained during the 1977trial period, while the
single figure indicates a likely value for skilled operators. Times shown include delay times for
whatever problems were encountered.

TABLE II. COST ANALYSIS FOR MAPPING 200 HA USING A 3-PERSON TEAM AND AN

AVERAGE OF 10 SIGHTINGS/HA

Salaries: $6/hr: party chief, operators
$4/hr: rodmen

Costs: $20/min: computer (inclusive); based on CPU time
$25/hr: digital plotter (inclusive)
$20/wk: surveying equipment

Surveying

Salaries: 10 days (7 hr/day - I hr/day travel)
- 2 days rain: 96 hr/man

Instrument: 12 days @ $20/wk

Travel: 150 km/day @ $0.I5/km

Compilation

Salaries

Keypunching: 14 hr
Processing: 4 hr
Editing: 16 hr

Computer
Processing (CPU): 400 s.
Editing (CPU): 140 s.
Plotting: 4 hr

Sub-total

Indirect costs

50 % of sub-total

Total

Average per hectare (200 ha): $15.57

$ 1522.00

48.00

22.50

84.00

24.00

96.00

133.00

47.00

100.00

$ 2076.50

1038.00

$ 3114.50

be determined.

Table II shows the cost estimate for a
200-ha, 10 sightings/ha job. Salary and
other operator costs are normal rates we
would experience in 1978.The final figureof
$15.57/ha is clearly in line with current costs
for hand-production methods, and it has the
advantage that the map information exists
in data files and can be quickly re-plotted at
different scales if necessary.

Table HI shows the time analysis for the
200-ha example. A clear advantage over
hand-plotting is that a first draft map can be
provided within one day of the completion
of the survey with no extra effort necessary
by the survey team. This includes the error
correcting that is likely necessary for the
average job. Additionally, the final map,
ready for the engineering work, can be ready
3.5 days after survey completion.

A conventionally-equipped survey team
can make 1000 sightings in a week. Their
survey equipment is worth $2000. Assuming
a 10-yr lifetime, $100/yr maintenance (5%
per year of capital cost), and a 15-wk/yr
surveying season, the weekly cost of the
equipment is $20, while the direct salary and
instrument costs average $0.58/sighting.

For a team equipped with a $20 000
electronic surveying instrument, the weekly
cost of the equipment is $200. However, if
the productivity doubles with this self-
recording device (2000 sightings/wk), salary
and equipment costs average out to
$0.38/sighting. If the work is sufficiently
steady to allow 15wk of continuous use each
year, there is a definite advantage for
considering the electronic instrument. In the
analysis presented in Table II, the salaryand
time costs are halved, keypunching expense
is eliminated while only the instrument cost
rises. Most importantly, the indirect costs
are reduced, bringing the cost for mapping
from $15.57/ha to $10.95/ha. This is more
than a 30% reduction.

the scale specification must be set. A direct-
ratio scale permits a correspondence to be
made between the operational units of the
digital plotter (inches for our plotter) and
the units of the original survey. For
example, a map scaleof 1"=100'is 1.1200 as
a direct ratio between surveyed units and
plotted units. One inch =50 m is 1:1968.5.
When the basic digital plotter units are
converted to SI units, new correspondences
can be easily drawn up.

During the trial period, we monitored the
time required to produce maps using the
system. This was done during a period in
which about 400 ha were surveyed by a
commercial team. An analysis of the data
from seven jobs is shown in Table 1. In
general, the lower bound on the processing
time figures indicates the performance for
jobs with few problems. The numbers enable
us to estimate anyjob as long as the approxi
mate area and nature of the topography can

CONCLUSIONS

A system forthe computer-aided plotting
of edited spot elevation topographic maps
has been designed and tested on a
production scale. It was designed to utilize
the data from stadia surveys, but can be
readily modified to acceptinput from other
types of topographic surveys. The current
output maps are actively used for drainage
planning, and have been used for land
grading and as input to computer contour
drawing programs. They are suitable for
other applications requiring detailed
topographic maps, such as irrigation
planning.

Data organization within the system is
compatible with further drainage
engineering activities, such as the contouring
mentioned above and computer-aided
drainage and irrigation system design.

Field trials during the summer of 1977
indicated an overall surveying and map
production cost of $15.57/ha.
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TABLE 111. TIME REQUIREMENTS FOR A 200-HA MAPPING JOB

Surveyingand keypunching (concurrent activities)

Processing, 1st draft map production
Operator: 4 hr
Plotter: 1.5 hr

Editing, final map production
Operator: 16 hr
Plotter: 2.5 hr

Computer CPU time

Digital plotter time total

1stdraft map, printout field notes and coordinates, etc. produced within 1 day of survey completion
when keypunching is concurrent.

Final map produced within 3.5 days of survey completion.

12 days

.5 day

.2 day

2 days
.3 day

9 min

4 hr

The overall processing time required to
produce a map of a 200-ha area is one man-
day for the first draft, and 3.5 man-days for

the complete edited version. These figures
include waiting time and the time required to
correct all difficulties.
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